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Oxford Clinical Psychology provides full-text access

treatment modalities, Oxford Clinical Psychology enables

to over 80 titles in Oxford’s global clinical psychology

users to search and browse high-quality research and

publishing program in an integrated online service.

practice information contributed by a superlative group

Covering a broad range of specialty areas, disorders, and

of experienced authors and editors.

THE RESOURCE
The home of titles from Oxford’s trusted clinical
psychology program
• Features over 80 titles from world-class authors and
editors
• Includes authoritative, well-known series such as
Treatments ThatWork
• Growing with each quarterly update

Offers content in a sophisticated online service
• Modern and intuitive interface for easy searching and
navigation
• Advanced search functionality for a seamless path to
desired content
• Mobile optimization for easy access no matter where you
are

Interactive tools and features to aid in research and
practice
• Enhanced access to artwork allows for enlarging and
downloading images
• Forms and Checklists published within the Treatments
ThatWork series can be downloaded, edited onscreen, and
saved locally for teaching purposes and clinical use

CONTACT
For more information, to set up a free trial, or to get pricing
information for your institution, please contact us:
WITHIN THE AMERICAS
library.sales@oup.com
1.800.624.0153

OUTSIDE THE AMERICAS
institutionalsales@oup.com
+44 (0) 1865 353705
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SEARCH & BROWSE
• Use Advanced search or Quick search to
find the content you need
• Browse by specialty, disorder and clinical
problems, or series
• Jump to other chapters using the table of
contents

SHARING & PERSONALIZATION
TOOLS
• Enhanced access to artwork allows you to
enlarge and download images for visual
support
• Save books, annotations, chapters, and
searches for easy access in future sessions
• Share content with the ability to print or
email search results and entries
• Export entries to citation software
• Forms and Checklists published within
the Treatments ThatWork series can
be downloaded, edited onscreen, and
saved locally for teaching purposes and
clinical use

SUBSCRIBER SERVICES
Digital resources from Oxford offer a range of key features
free of charge to support usage within libraries. Depending
on the resource, these include MARC records, COUNTER
compliant usage statistics, OpenURL compliance, remote
access, and technical support. Contact us at library.
marketing@oup.com to find out more!
For training and promotional materials, visit
http://global.oup.com/online/librarians/

A free discovery service, the Oxford Index lets you
search across Oxford’s digital academic content with
a single click, and find related content every step of
the way – find out more at: oxfordindex.oup.com
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